Some attributes of a quality model related to usability of a website

- Consistency
  - Underlined text
  - Link labels
  - Email labels
  - Color consistency
  - Background consistency
  - Nav-bar consistency
  - Face style consistency

- Usability
  - Adequate feedback
  - Freshness
  - Noframes links
  - Link to home
  - Self-referential pages
  - Frame titles

- Efficiency
  - Contextual navigation
  - Efficient navigation
  - Efficient navigation
  - Links validity
  - Site depth
  - Page size
  - Image rendering
  - Table rendering
  - Cacheable graphics

- Effectiveness
  - Clear labels
  - Flexibility
  - Informative link label
  - Explicit email
  - Form prompts
  - ALT
  - Auto-refresh
  - Imagemap links
  - Resizing